
I TAKE THE PLEDGE!
FAIR DISTRICTS GA

I PLEDGE TO SUPPORT FAIR REDISTRICTING AND
REDISTRICTING REFORM ACROSS GEORGIA, TO INCLUDE: 

A fully transparent redistricting process with robust citizen engagement;

Fair district maps, validated by independent experts, reflecting the
diversity and communities of interest of Georgia which do not unnaturally
favor any political party;

Competitive districts that give voters meaningful candidate choices;

An end to mid-cycle redistricting and prison gerrymandering.

Spread awareness and sign up by visiting

WWW.FAIRDISTRICTSGA.ORG

Name:
Signature:
Senate/House District:



I TOOK TH PLEDGE!

Public hearings across the state before and after the release of draft maps 
Two weeks for public review before voting on maps
Consideration of maps submitted by the public 
Information printed in more than one language

Utilize independent, non-partisan benchmarks for fairness 
Release partisan lean of proposed districts in addition to racial demographics 

Prioritize competitive districts over incumbency protection 

Mid-cycle redistricting only helps the party currently in charge, and isn’t fair. 
Prisoners aren't counted in their home district, but instead where they're
incarcerated, giving those communities skewed numbers.

A fully transparent redistricting process with robust citizen engagement.

Fair district maps, validated by independent experts, reflecting diversity and
communities of interest in Georgia, which do not unnaturally favor any political
party.

Competitive districts that give voters meaningful candidate choices

An end to mid-cycle redistricting and prison gerrymandering.

Spread awareness and sign up by visiting

WWW.FAIRDISTRICTSGA.ORG

WHAT DO WE MEAN?

Thanks for taking the pledge to end gerrymandering in Georgia.  

Please email your signed pledge to pledge@fairdistrictsga.org.

You are welcome to post your commitment to end redistricting, and feel free to
mention Fair Districts GA, but we ask that you refrain from using our logo on your
website, social media, or in any campaign material, as signing the pledge does not
constitute an endorsement by FDGA.

NOW WHAT?


